
Unit 10. 

Directed 

writing

Writing a speech



Introduction

Some IGCSE First Language English Directed 

Writing tasks require a response to two texts 

included in the question paper. In this unit we 

will look at ways of approaching these tasks.



Directed 

writing



Directed writing

Directed writing is an 

exercise which requires 

you to choose relevant 

details from a stimulus 

passage and focus your 

response on a specified 

audience and to write in 

a suggested format or 

genre.



The directed writing tasks for the Cambridge 
IGCSE examination will require responses 

written either as:

A SPEECH OR 

INTERVIEW

A REPORT OR ARTICLE A LETTER OR JOURNAL 

ENTRY



Writing a speech

Key term

Speech: A spoken 

address delivered to an 

audience.



When you are writing a speech, whether it is for 
directed writing or for coursework, there are two 
very important things to remember:

 A speech is a means of communicating with an 

audience- possibly quite a large audience- and you 

want to be sure that they all understand what you 

are saying. To help with this, think of more than one 

way of making the same point and build these into 

your speech. This is key feature of a successful 

speech- listen out for it next time you hear someone 

speaking to an audience.

 Whatever you are talking about in a speech, you 

want to make sure that your audience is agreeing 

with you as you go along. Rhetorical questions-

questions that have an obvious, expected answer 

that supports the point you want to make- can help 

to get the audience 'on your side'. For example: 'Do 

we really want to see a rise in crime in our village?' or 

'Is it right that children should have to work in these 

conditions?'



Example of a speech- writing question













Note the use of 

vocabulary:

'myth'- which suggests that there is 

no substance to the requirement to 

wear a uniform

'fetishisation'- a word that conveys 

the idea that there is something 

unnatural and perverse about the 

idea of wearing a uniform.



Note the beginnings of 
sentences which engage 
the reader and link ideas:

'Unsurprisingly,…'

'No, uniform does what it says on 

the tin.'

 'Don't ask questions about the 

world of work …'

'When I have had jobs where I 

have had to wear a uniform …'



Writing your response





GOOD LUCK!


